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State finances set to
collapse after election
Philippines
The Russian state bond market is headed for
total collapse, Viktor Usoltsev wrote in
Pravda Rossii of May 30. Domestic banks,

the main investors, are pulling funds out of
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commercial
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Overseas workers prop
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month notes worth $1.2 billion were sold,

The so-called "tiger economy" of the Philip

while over $1.4 billion was paid to cash out

pines is riding on backs of workers exported
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dent Fidel Ramos administration and a May
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free trade-privatization program of Ramos,
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7 issue of the journal Science, that shows that

At the April 17 auction, interest rates on

AIDS is more easily transmitted orally than

the state's three-month notes were raised

of labor, with 4.5 million people working

through anal sex, the Washington Post re
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Briefly
EDUCATION
an increasing number have been women,
working as domestics, nurses, or "entertain
ers." Of those working as maids in Hong
kong, one-third have some level of univer
sity education.
Socio-Economic

Planning

Germany

lenge. About 2 million children fail to
go to school after their parents mi

Construction enters

grate to big cities. "More and more

'deep recession'

people come to the cities but ignore

"We have entered a deep economic reces

sion said.

their children's education," an offi

Secretary

Cielito Habito admits that what a recent
International Monetary Fund review team
called the first -quarter "fruits of reform,"
reflected in a 6.2% upturn in GNP, is due
entirely to OCW remittances and the service
sector, while manufacturing and the still
dominant agricultural sector have stag
nated.

sion," Christian Roth, national president of
the association of German construction
firms, said about the construction sector,
German media reported on June 7.
With a record 6,000 bankruptcies in
1995, construction is heading for another
bleak year. Especially in eastern Germany,
where the special, five-year tax rebates for
construction projects expire at the end of

Finance

June, more than 10,000, largely undercapi
talized small and medium-sized construc
tion firms are on the verge of collapse.

Another institution
fails in Japan

of the children of

China's migrant workers is a big chal

Last year, more than 100,000 jobs were
eliminated, and another 120,000, if not more,
will most likely be lost this year.

cial of the State Education Commis

JORDAN received a loan of $100
million from the Kuwaiti Arab Fund
for Social and Economic Develop
ment on June 3, the first to be given
to Jordan by Kuwait since the Gulf
war against Iraq. The loan will be al
located to complete the third stage of
upgrading the Aqaba power genera
tion plant in south Jordan.

BELGIAN TV covered the interna
tional speculative bubble on June 9,
in a report on a strike at a Belgian
company, protesting layoffs planned
by the company to adapt itself to the

Shin Kyoto Shinpan, a credit institution

globalization of the markets. Only a

based in Kyoto, has declared bankruptcy

tiny percentage of the hundreds of bil

with some $3 billion in bad debts, sending
shock waves through Japan's financial mar
kets. The Bank of Japan is playing down the
collapse, the eighth financial institution to
fail in 18 months, by saying that its creditors
are large, stronger banks, so there is no risk.

lions in worldwide money flows has

Great Britain

to do with exchange of goods. The
program shows a clown blowing up a

Reduced global role

balloon, which finally explodes.

forecast by Treasury

AIDS WILL KILL 100 million Af

But, according to sources, this latest bank

ricans in the next 30 years, under

ruptcy puts the spotlight once more on an un
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present birth rates, according to a

resolved political situation of Japan's huge

Ministry forecasts that Britain's role in the

forecast of the U.S.-based Population

bad bank debts from the 1980s real estate

world will be significantly reduced, accord

Research Council, reports in the May

"bubble economy."

ing to the June 6 London Financial Times.

issue of the monthly journal of the

"The Kyoto Shinpan collapse is being

The report, and its leaking to the press, is part

German Foundation for World Popu

used by politicians to renew pressure on the

of a propaganda effort designed to downplay

lation Research.

private banks to pay their share of the bad

the vast global power of the British Empire,

debts their lending created, rather than the

which is being reorganized around the Brit
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taxpayers paying via state bailout," the

ish Commonwealth.
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National Atomic

source said. "But there is another huge debt

The warning, part of a survey on compet

Subki said the scenario of potential

problem, the $274 billion debt of the Japa

danger to Australia in the event of an

nese National Railway. This debt is far

itiveness is based on the fact that there is
'
a "skills gap" between the United Kingdom

larger than the Jusen debt of the housing

and competitor economies. Within the next

tor in Java, was "totally impossible,"

accident at its proposed nuclear reac

companies. The problem is that sale of Ja

20 years, the British will fail to qualify not

the June 1 Sydney Morning Heraldre

pan Rail land was to have paid down the

only for membership in the Group of Seven

ported.

debt, but such huge sales in central Tokyo

(G-7), but also lose their world role in the

and such areas is impossible without trig

leading international institutions, such as the

COPPER

gering a new real estate collapse crisis for

United

two hours on the London Metal Ex

the banks, meaning the government might

Fund, and World Bank.

Nations,

International

Monetary

prices crashed 15% in

change on June 6, in what was de

have to assume that debt on its books. Add

Britain's fate will be shared by France

scribed as record hectic trading activ

to this the stalemate in resolving the $6

and Italy, as they are replaced by China, In

ity. George Soros's Quantum Fund

billion to finance the Jusen bailout, and it's

dia, Brazil, and Indonesia as the strongest

and the Tiger Fund were cited by the

clear the Bank of Japan will be paralyzed for

economic nations early in the next century.

London Financial Times as the insti

months from tightening its extraordinarily

Of today's G-7 members, only the United

gators of the maneuver.

easy 0.5% money policies."

States, Germany, and Japan will remain.
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